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This book was written for people who are either studying Shakespeare for the first time, or who
find it very difficult to understand his language. This is NOT another Shakespeare written in
modern English. Here the original text is retained, and a technique of interpolation is used
enable the reader to instantly translate any of the text into modern English. The guideline in the
book explains how this technique works. It is simple and almost self-explanatory. However, the
benefits that it brings are enormous. It means that the reader can understand the whole book
after just one reading, and that sets him free to apply himself to the other academic tasks which
are usually associated with the study of Shakespearean drama. This book is completely unique
in its approach to empowering students to master Shakespeare's texts.
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5. JULIET'S room.ACT FIVE. Scene 1. A street in Mantua.Scene 2. FRIAR LAWRENCE'S
cell.Scene 3. A Churchyard.PREFACETo most people Shakespeare remains elusive. To those
who were compelled to study any of his works at school or elsewhere the memory of the effort
usually remains an unpleasant one. What they know about the work is what the teacher tells
them, but the text itself remains as puzzling to them as Egyptian hieroglyphics. Rare indeed is
the person who can read his plays without reference to laborious notes. It is hardly an
exaggeration, then, to say that to most people Shakespeare remains `as tedious as a twice-told
tale, vexing the dull ear of a drowsy man’ [King John Act. III Scene iv.]With the appearance of
this first book in this new series all that is set to change. This is:1] because you have here a
version of Romeo and Juliet which anyone who can understand normal English can read and
understand in just one sitting;2] because here the effort and tedium usually associated with such
a reading it is removed;3] because here the vexation of constantly having to shift your eyes from
text to footnotes is a thing of the past;4] because here the meaning of virtually every word and
sentence is learnt without having to take your eyes off the original text;5] because here virtually
every sentence can instantly be translated into comprehensible modern English;6] because
here you will not need a semester to understand the book: two to four hours will suffice. Then,
too, when you are finished, you will probably have a deeper insight into the story than most
students acquire in a year;7] because here you will discover the great richness, diversity and
versatility of the English language, which will very change you from a critic of Shakespeare to a
lover of his works.To sum up - here your struggle to understand Shakespeare will end. Try it - and
you will find a whole new world opening up before you. Like Victor Hugo [1802 – 1885], the great
French author of The Hunchback of Notre Dame and Les Miserables, you, too, will be able to
say: `Shakespeare is fertility, force, exuberance, the overflowing breast, the foaming cup, the
brimful tub, the overrunning sap, the overflooding lava, the whirlwind scattering germs, the
universal rain of life, everything by thousands, every-thing by millions, no reticence, no binding,
no economy, the inordinate and tranquil prodigality of the Creator.’ Do you find it difficult to
understand the meaning of this long complex sentence? Well let me explain its general meaning
to you with another quote from the same author: `Shakespeare is the sower of dazzling
wonders.’Of the way the text has been interpolated some will find it too much, others too little.
This is unavoidable. However, let me point out that my general approach has been to repeat the
explanation of a word several times until I feel that the reader will have made it part of his



vocabulary. Thereafter it is phased out and only repeated when I feel that it lends fluidity to the
reading of the alternative modern sentence. In addition, where a word has several shades of
meaning I have not hesitated to use them. In this way the reader’s vocabulary is enhanced and
he is made aware of the versatility of the English language. HOW TO USE THIS BOOK.Using
this book is simplicity itself. Read Shakespeare's sentence first. [Shakespeare’s sentence is the
part of the sentence not in bracket’s or italics.] If, then, you do not understand it use the following
code to interpret it:1] BRACKETS:The word/s appearing in brackets are alternatives to the word/
s immediately preceding it/them. Substitute the underlined words with those in brackets to form
a more understandable sentence. Consider the following example.SAMSON:Gregory, on my
word [I swear] we'll not carry coals [allow ourselves to be pushed around like common
servants].Shakespeare’s sentence is: `Gregory, on my word, we’ll not carry coals.’ If you do not
understand it, simply replace the underlined words with those in brackets, and you immediately
have a sentence which is far clearer than the original. In this example the original sentence will
then appear as follows:SAMSON:Gregory, I swear, we'll not allow ourselves to be pushed
around like common servants.2] ITALICS:The words in italics are merely inserted to make the
speaker’s meaning clearer.FRIAR LAWRENCE:On Thursday, sir? the time to make the
necessary arrangements is very short.3] BRACKETED WORDS WITH AN ASTERISK:Words
shaded and in brackets with an asterisk on the right-hand side, e.g. (solely*) may be ignored.
The essence of the sentence is understood far quicker when one does so. However, they usually
reappear somewhere else in the sentence where their meaning becomes more obvious. Read
the sentence without the word and its sense immediately becomes clear.4] BOXES:Information
in boxes is important and must be read before continuing with the text. They are designed to
draw your attention to information without which the dialogue following cannot be fully
understood or appreciated.Dramatis PersonaeESCALUS, the prince of Verona.PARIS, a young
nobleman, kinsman to the prince.MONTAGUE, the head of the house of Montague.CAPULET,
the head of the house of Capulet.An old man, of the Capulet family.ROMEO, the son of
Montague.MERCUTIO, a kinsman to the prince, and friend of Romeo.BENVOLIO, a nephew to
Montague, and friend Romeo.TYBALT, a nephew to Lady Capulet.FRIAR LAWRENCE, a
Franciscan monk.FRIAR JOHN, another monk belonging to the same monastic
order.BALTHASAR, a servant to Romeo.SAMPSON and GREGORY, servants to
Capulet.PETER, a servant to Juliet's nurse.ABRAHAM, a servant to Montague.APOTHECARY,
a chemist.THREE MUSICIANS.PAGE to Paris; another Page: an Officer.LADY MONTAGUE, the
wife of Montague.LADY CAPULET, the wife of Capulet.JULIET, the daughter of Capulet.NURSE
to Juliet.CITIZENS of Verona; kinsfolk of both houses; Maskers, Guards, Watchmen, and
Attendants.CHORUS.PrologueENTER CHORUSTwo households [families], which are both alike
[equal] in dignity [social rank],In fair [beautiful] Verona, where we lay [set] our scene [story],Now
from ancient [an old] grudge break into new mutiny [strife],Where civil [citizen's] blood makes
civil [citizen's] hands unclean [defiled].From forth [out of] the fatal loins of these two foes
[enemies]A pair of star-crossed [ill-fortuned] lovers take their life [are born];Whose



misadventured [unfortunate] and piteous [pitiful] overthrows [fates]Doth [do] with [by] their death
bury [end] their parents' strife [hatred].The fearful course [terrible course] of their death-marked
[doomed] love,And the continuance [prolonging] of their parents' rage [hatred],Which, nothing
but their children's end [deaths], [nought*] could remove,Is [forms] now the two hours' traffic
[activities] of our stage;The [to] which drama if you with patient ears attend,Whatever here [in
this prologue] shall miss [is unclear], our toil [acting] shall strive to mend [reveal].ExitACT ONE.
Scene 1. Verona. A public place.Enter SAMPSON and GREGORY, servants of the house of
Capulet, armed.SAMPSON:Gregory, on my word [I swear], we'll not carry coals [allow ourselves
to be pushed around like common servants].NOTES:All languages contain words that have the
same sound but different meanings. Consider the following examples:bear = a thick-furred
animal.bare = to be naked.bear = to put up with.When in conversation a word having two or
more interpretations is used humourously we call it a pun. Shakespeare often uses puns in his
plays, and in the following dialogue he does so with these words:collier = `coal-miners’ but in
this case used in the sense of `common servants’ or `those who do menial tasks’;choler =
`to be angry’;collar = in this case, `a leather strap fitted around the neck of a draught
animal’.GREGORY:No, for then we shall be colliers [low servants].SAMPSON:What I mean is,
an [if] we be in choler [angry], we'll draw [referring to their swords]GREGORY:Ay [yes], while you
live, one should draw your neck out of the collar [servitude].SAMPSON:I strike [react] quickly,
being moved [provoked to anger].GREGORY:But thou art not quickly moved to
strike.SAMPSON:A dog of the house of Montague moves me.GREGORY:But to move is to stir
[turn away], and to be valiant [brave] is to stand unmoved or unshaken by anyone or
anything:therefore, if thou [you] art [are] moved, thou runn'st away [you are behaving like a
coward].NOTE:In the Middle ages it was customary for people to simply throw rubbish into the
streets. Walking down a street could therefore be a most unpleasant experience. Consequently,
the rich and powerful usually expected the ordinary folk to step off the pavement so that they
could `take the wall'.SAMPSON:A dog of that house shall move me to stand:I will take the wall of
[from] any man or maid [woman] of Montague's.NOTE:However, in street fights, cowards would
also seek safety against the wall.GREGORY:That shows thee [you] to be a weak slave; for the
weakest goes to the wall.SAMPSON:'Tis [that is] true; and therefore women, being the weaker
vessels [sex], are ever [always] thrust to [pushed against] the wall:Therefore I will push
Montague's men away from the wall,and thrust [push] his maids to [against] the
wall.GREGORY:But the quarrel [argument] is [exists] between our masters and us their men
[servants] and not with their women.GREGORY:'Tis all one [its all the same to me]. I will show
myself to be a tyrant: when I have fought with the men, I will be cruel with the maids; I will cut off
their heads.SAMPSON:The heads of the maids?SAMPSON:Ay [yes], the heads of the maids, or
rather their maidenheads [their innocence];
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